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(A   modern     study   of   Humanity   and   

Slavery) 

  
  

I   ask   that   you   keep   an   open   mind   while   reading   this   book.   It   may   
make   you   angry,and   that’s   ok.    Hopefully   though ,   it   awakens   your   

Pineal   Gland,   (third   eye).   It’s   going   to   be   an   awesome   trip,   and  
well   worth   your   time   to   read.   I   pinky-promise.     

  
    

Ok,   so,   here   we   go,   I   propose   a   Theory   that   the   reason   Humanity   
has,   and   continues   to   struggle   with   slavery   is   because...dah,   dah,   

dah...(key   dramatic   music)...   



  
Slavery,   is   in   our     DNA   

  
We,   (Humanity)   were   genetically   engineered   to   serve   as   slaves   

for   the   Anunnaki.   

On   the   surface,   this   Theory   appears   to   be   completely   unbelievable.   

Follow   the    breadcrumbs    that   I   have   left   below    for   a   fascinating   story   
reaching   from   ancient   times   to   modern,   and   then   draw   your   own   
conclusions.   

Who   were   the   Anunnaki   and   why   do   we   care?   The   short   answer   is:   The   
Anunnaki   were   the   deity   pantheon   of   the   ancient   Sumerians.   And   
interest   in   the   Sumerian   culture   has   been   active   and   persistent   since   it   
was   discovered   in   the   late   19th   century   —   for   several   reasons.   

The   Sumerians   appear   on   the   archaeological   record   beginning   around   
4,500   BCE.   Located   in   present-day   Iraq   (I   was   deployed   to   Al   Asaad   in   
2003-2004),   the   region,   a.k.a.   Mesopotamia   has   long   been   referred   to   
as   “the   cradle   of   civilization.”   Sumer   was   a   handful   of   city-states   
initially   ruled   by   priests,   each   organized   around   a   city   and   temple   now   
called    a   “ ziggurat. ”   The   ziggurats,   dedicated   to   Anunnaki   worship,   
were   layered   pyramids   with   flat   tops.   These   communities   were   
considered   to   be   “servant-slave”   populations   dedicated   to   serving   the   
temple   gods,   the   Anunnaki.   Over   time,   priesthood   rulership   gave   way   
to   kings.   

https://www.gaia.com/video/galactic-crusade-reptilians-len-kasten


Sumerian   history   is   gleaned   from   archaeological   and   geologic   
evidence   —   written   records   are   in   the   form   of   cuneiform   tablets.   
Reportedly,   some   half-million   tablets   have   been   recovered,   but   only   a   
small   number   have   been   translated.   Much   was   also   learned   from   
translations   of   Babylonian   records;   Sumer   was   considered   “ancient”   in   
Babylonian   times.   

Sumerians   worshiped   the   Anunnaki,   said   to   be   the   children   of   earth   
and   sky;   An,   the   sky   god,   and   Ki,   the   earth   goddess.   Chief   among   them   
was   Enlil,   the   god   of   air.   This   pantheon   was   passed   to   the   Akkadian,   
Babylonian,   and   Assyrian   cultures.   The   Epic   of   Gilgamesh,   the   story   of   
the   historical   king   of   Sumerian   city-state   Urek,   is   an   ancient   literary   
relic   of   Sumerian   culture.   

A   theory   that   these   beings   originated   from   “Nibiru,”   a.k.a.   “Planet   X”   
has   been   added   to   alternate   Anunnaki   narratives,   as   well   as   the   
likelihood   of   the   off-world   gods   bringing   advanced   technologies   that   
account   for   sophisticated   megastructures   such   as   the   pyramids   or   
Stonehenge.   Out-of-place   artifacts   and   tool   discoveries   contribute   to   
these   premises.   The   Sumerians   are   also   known   for   sophisticated   
astronomical   and   mathematical   knowledge,   speculated   to   have   
passed   from   the   Annunaki.   

While   no   lists   of   the   Annunaki   pantheon   exist,   it   is   known   that   each   
Sumerian   city-state   had   its   own   Annunaki   god/overseer   assigned   by   
senior   Annunaki   Marduk.   

Authors   Zecharia   Sitchin,   Erich   von   Däniken   (“Chariots   of   the   Gods”),   
author   and   researcher   Michael   Tellinger,   and   several   others,   make   very   



compelling   arguments   that   the   Anunnaki   were,   in   fact,   off-world   
beings   posing   as   “gods.”   This   theory   also   asserts   that   these   “sky”   
gods   genetically   engineered   the   human   race   into   a   slave   species,   
which   may   account   for   weak   links   in   the   evolutionary   story.   These   
theories   gave   birth   to   the   “Ancient   Astronaut   Theory”    asserting   that   
off-world   beings   have   been   posing   as   gods   to   influence   human   affairs   
for   millennia.   

The   Anunnaki   first   arrived   on   Earth   around   450,000   years   ago,from   
Nibiru   looking   for   minerals,   especially   gold,   which   they   found   and   
mined   in   Africa.These   "gods"   were   the   rank-and-file   workers   of   the   
colonial   expedition   to   Earth   from   planet   Nibiru.    Enki,   one   of   the   Royal   
Anunnaki,   suggested   that   to   relieve   the   Working   Anunnaki   (who   had   
mutinied   over   their   dissatisfaction   with   their   working   conditions),   
primitive   workers   (Homo   sapiens)   be   created   by   genetic   engineering   
as   slaves   to   replace   them   in   the   gold   mines   by   crossing   
extraterrestrial   genes   with   those   of   Homo   erectus.   Ancient   
inscriptions   report   that   the   human   civilization   in   Sumer,   
Mesopotamia(modern   day   Iraq),   was   set   up   under   the   guidance   of   
these   "gods"   and   human   kingship   was   inaugurated   to   provide   
intermediaries   between   mankind   and   the   Anunnaki   (creating   the   
"divine   right   of   kings"   doctrine).This   model   mirrored   the   Royal   
succession   of   the   Anunnaki   themselves.   

Anunnaki   and   Humanity   

300,000   BC   ~   About   the   fortieth   shar   (i.e.   3600   years)   after   the   

landing   of   the   Nephilim   on   Earth,   the   Anunnaki   who   had   been   



delegated   to   mine   the   gold   in   the   Abzu(south   Africa)   stage   a   

rebellion.     

Gaining   the   support   of   the   Igigi,   Alalu's   grandson   AN.ZU   attempts   to   

seize   mastery   over   Earth.   The   Enlilites   win   the   War   of   the   Olden   

Gods.     

  
EN.KI   and   NIN.HUR.SAG   contrive   to   create   an   alternative   being   to   

take   over   the   tedious   labor   of   the   Anunnaki.After   toiling   for   forty   

’periods’,   the   Anunnaki   mutinied   and   demanded   relief.   They   

approached   EN.LIL   begging   for   relief,   but   he   did   not   want   to   satisfy   

their   requests,   so   they   called   on   ANU   to   provide   relief.   EN.KI,  

invariably   the   Anunnaki’s   protagonist,   suggested   that   a   lullu   (i.e.   a   

primitive   worker,   aka   the   Lullu   Amelu)   be   created   to   bear   the   work.   

There   was   a   being   on   Earth   akin   to   the   Anunnaki,   that   could   be   

upgraded   with   the   image   of   the   Anunnaki.   Enlil   disapproves   and   

shouts   Creation   belongs   to   the   Father   of   All   Beginning   

We   will   give   our   image   only   to   an   existing   being   Ninmah   argues.   

Badly   needing   gold   the   leaders   vote   yes   to   fashion   a   primitive   worker   

to   take   over   the   toil   of   the   Anunnaki.   

  

EN.KI   sets   out   to   find   the   primitive   wild   man   that   roams   the   Abzu.   

EN.KI   finds   and   captures   some   of   the   wild   men   and   with   the   help   of   

his   son,   NINGISHZIDDA   do   tests   that   reveal   they   are   akin   to   the   

Nephilim.   



After   many   failures,   the   process   whereby   mankind   -   Homo   sapiens   

sapiens   (i.e.   the   Lullu,   the   'one   that   is   mixed')   was   created,   was   by   

genetically   altering   the   Homo   erectus   beings   that   inhabited   the   Earth   

prior   to   the   coming   of   the   Anunnaki.   But   rather   than   being   a   'creation'   

in   the   strictest   sense   of   the   word,   the   method   by   which   EN.KI   and  

NIN.HUR.SAG   with   the   help   of   NINGISHZIDDA,   brought   the   Adamu   

into   existence   was   by   infusing   the   Nephilim   DNA   into   the   beings   

which   already   inhabited   the   Earth   -   the   prehistoric   Homo   erectus.   

The   life   which   inhabited   Earth,   prior   to   the   arrival   of   the   Nephilim,   

may   have   actually   originated   on   the   home   planet   of   the   Nephilim,   

Nibiru,   and   been   deposited   on   Earth   when   it   collided   with   Nibiru   and   

its   moons.   Therefore,   the   life   forms,   including   the   'caveman',   Homo   

erectus,   would   have   been   genetically   compatible   with   the   life   forms   

of   Nibiru.   In   the   most   basic   terms,   the   semen/sperm   of   EN.KI   (Father)   

was   introduced   into   the   egg   of   a   Homo   erectus   female   in   the   process   

known   today   as   cross-fertilization,   and   the   fertilized   egg,   the   embryo,   

was   then   inserted   into   NIN.KI's,   EN.KI's   wife's   womb   where   it   was   

nourished   by   her   blood   and   grew   into   the   being,     

EN.KI   named   him   Adamu.   NIN.KI   then   helps   EN.KI   fashion   a   female   

earthling,   they   name   her   Ti-Amat.   This   happened   in   the   E.DIN   facility.   

Adamu   was   the   first   Human   -   These   first   humans   were   unable   to   

procreate   so   more   workers   were   made   by   Birth   goddesses.   This   job   

of   a   birth   goddess   was   frowned   upon   by   the   population   of   Nibiru   so   

another   genetic   manipulation   was   made   by   NINGISHZIDDA,   using   the   



life   essence   (dna)   from   EN.KI"s   rib   inserted   a   male   worker,   and   the   

dna   from   the   rib   of   a   female   anunnaki   was   used   on   the   female   

humans,    the   human   workers   were   able   to   have   offspring   and   

procreate   by   themselves..the   rib   story   in   the   bible.   After   hearing   this   

news   EN.LIL   ordered   the   Humans   leave   the   E.DIN   and   be   sent   to   work   

in   the   Abzu   to   mine   gold   at   once.   Returning   to   the   Abzu,   Adamu   

  has   children,   Twins,   a   son   and   a   daughter.   Then   many   more   children.   

Homo   sapiens   sapiens   emerge   on   the   Earth.   Some   anthropologists   

believe   that   Homo   sapiens   sapiens   evolved   from   Homo   erectus,   but   

such   a   link   has   not   yet   been   proven.   At   Zhoukoudian,   near   Peking,   

China,   a   habitation   of   Homo   sapiens   sapiens   included   a   hearth   by   

which   the   inhabitants   could   warm   themselves.   A   similar   hearth   was   

found   at   the   Terra   Amata   site   on   the   Mediterranean   coast   of   France,   

which   has   been   dated   to   300,000   B.C.   Evidence   of   communal   or   

cooperative   activities   suggest   that   some   form   of   speech   existed   

from   this   period.   By   200,000,   it   is   believed   that   no   Homo   erectus   

remained   in   existence.   

200,000   bc   ~    Life   on   Earth   regresses   during   a   new   glacial   period.   

Humans   proliferate   and   take   over   the   labor   in   ABZU   gold   mines,   and   

also   work   as   servants   to   the   Anunnaki   in   the   Abzu   and   the   E.DIN   

EN.LIL's   grandchildren,   the   twins,   Utu   and   Innana   are   born.   

Anunnaki   couples   bear   other   offspring   on   Earth.   

Climate   changes   cause   hardships   on   Earth   and   Mars,   Nibiru's   orbital   

nearing   is   accompanied   by   upheavals.   



  

EN.KI   and   Marduk   explore   the   moon,   find   it   inhospitable.   

EN.KI   determines   the   constellations   and   Celestial   time.   

Bitter   about   his   own   fate   EN.KI   promises   supremacy   to   Marduk   but   

Anu   gives   command   of   the   new   spaceport   to   Utu,   not   to   Marduk.    

110,200   to   56,200   bc   ~While   studying   the   Humans   he   had   created,   

EN.KI   noticed   two   of   the   human   women   bathing   in   a   river   in   the   

E.DIN,   EN.KI   had   his   way   with   both   of   them.   

EN.KI's   children.who   were   half   brother   and   sister,   EN.KI   named   them   

ADAPA   and   TI.TI,   who   would   later   be   known   as   Eve.   The   unique   thing   

about   ADAPA   /   ADAM   and   TI.TI   /   EVE   was   that   they,   despite   being   

cross-bred   of   EN.KI   and   human,   were   capable   of   reproducing   on   their   

own.   

EN.KI   takes   his   children   to   the   garden   facility   in   E.DIN   to   be   educated   

and   clothed   like   the   Nephilim.   Royal   Human   Bloodline   begins.   

ADAPA,   the   Adama,   or   'First   Of   A   Kind'   (i.e.   Civilized   Man),   or   rather,   

the   first   of   a   kind   -   This   first   civilized   human   being   would   be   referred   

to,   in   later   times,   and   by   the   spiritual   descendants   of   the   Sumerians   -   

the   Judeo-Christians,   as   Adam.   has   been   calculated   to   have   lived   

between   the   93rd   and   108th   shar   since   the   arrival   of   the   Nephilim   on   

Earth   in   445,000   bc.   That   would   have   been   approximately   from   the   

year   110,200   to   the   year   56,200   bc.   Human   genetics   points   to   a   date   

of   60,000   years   ago.       
  



  
  

A   timeline   of   Humanity   
enslaving   ourselves   

The   history   of   slavery   is   a   large   and   untellable   story,   full   of   tragedy   and   cruelty   
that   spans   both   centuries   and   continents.   Although   it   is   difficult   to   pinpoint   the   
exact   year   that   slavery   began,   historians   can   trace   the   roots   of   this   inhumane   
practice   back   roughly   11,000   years.   Keep   reading   to   learn   about   the   origins   of   

slavery,   and   how   it   developed   across   ancient   cultures.   

    

The   Origins   of   The   Slavery   Practice   

The   precise   beginning   of   slavery   is   difficult   to   track   because   its   origins   predate   
historical   recording   and   the   written   word.   Due   to   the   sociological   makeup   of   the   
groups,   we   know   that   slavery   wasn’t   a   part   of   hunter-gatherer   societies,   so   the   
first   identifiable   evidence   of   slavery   comes   from   the   Code   of   Hammurabi   out   of   

Mesopotamia.   This   ancient   text   refers   to   slavery   as   a   common   practice   
throughout   the   region   which   had   been   in   place   for   thousands   of   years   at   the   time   

it   was   written.   

    

  

Slavery   Throughout   the   Ancient   World   

The   practice   of   human   slavery   grew   as   the   world   became   more   civilized   and   
organized   cities   and   farms   were   developed.   Sumer   or   Sumeria   is   still   thought   to   

be   the   birthplace   of   slavery,   which   grew   out   of   Sumer   into   Greece   and   other   parts   
of   ancient   Mesopotamia.   The   Ancient   East,   specifically   China   and   India,   didn’t   
adopt   the   practice   of   slavery   until   much   later,   as   late   as   the   Qin   Dynasty   in   221   

BC.   Historians   debate   whether   or   not   the   practice   of   slavery   in   India   existed   
before   this   time,   but   many   believe   argue   against   its   existence   as   there   is   no   word   

in   ancient   Sanskrit   that   can   be   translated   as   “slave.”   



  

    

The   Life   of   a   Slave   in   Ancient   Times   

Slavery   in   ancient   times   typically   came   about   as   a   result   of   debt,   birth   into   a   slave   
family,   child   abandonment,   war,   or   as   a   punishment   for   crime.   At   the   outset,   the   

slave   trade   wasn’t   very   popular   and   was   certainly   not   a   booming   global   business.   
Rather,   slavers   would   often   seek   out   a   buyer   who   could   use   the   specific   skills   of   a   
slave,   matching   supply   with   demand   on   a   local   and   personal   level.   According   to   
historical   texts,   the   lives   of   slaves   in   ancient   times   were   typically   better   than   that   
of   peasants   in   the   same   era,   as   they   had   regular   care,   food,   shelter   and   clothing.   
Slaves   rarely   attempted   to   run   away   unless   their   masters   were   atypically   cruel.   

  

Although   it   is   currently   illegal   in   every   country   on   the   planet,   modern   day   slavery   
still   exists   across   the   globe.   Restavek   Freedom   exists   to   end   a   modern   day   child   
slavery   practice   known   as    restavek .   The   restavek   system   of   slavery   exists   due   to   

the   poverty   of   the   island   nation   of   Haiti.   Parents   who   cannot   afford   to   feed   and   
care   for   their   children   will   often   send   them   to   live   with   wealthier   families   in   hopes   
of   a   better   life.   All   too   often,   however,   these   children   become   slaves   in   the   family   
tasked   with   their   care.   Rather   than   spending   their   days   at   school   and   at   play,   they   
complete   hard   labor   on   meager   rations   with   little   love   or   support   from   those   they   

live   with.   

Restavek   Freedom   is   one   of   the   top   charities   located   in   Haiti   working   to   end   this   
despicable   practice.   You   can   partner   with   us   to   end   slavery   in   Haiti   through   

financial   support,   child   sponsorship   and   by   drawing   attention   to   the   plight   of   
children   living   in   restavek   through   social   media   and   community   activism.   

● 6800   B.C.    The   world’s   first   city-state   emerges   in   Mesopotamia.   Land   
ownership   and   the   early   stages   of   technology   bring   war—in   which   enemies   
are   captured   and   forced   to   work:   slavery.   

● 2575   B.C.    Temple   art   celebrates   the   capture   of   slaves   in   battle.   Egyptians   
capture   slaves   by   sending   special   expeditions   up   the   Nile   River.   

● 550   B.C.    The   city-state   of   Athens   uses   as   many   as   30,000   slaves   in   its   silver   
mines.   


